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The development of communication skills is typically referred to as

"EmergingLiteracy" .

A child's language and literacy development is influenced by culfure, family, exposure
to language and books and their experiences.

A child in the emergent phase (pre-literacy) is learning about print and sound. This is
when they develop oral language, alphabet knowledge print awareness, awareness of

spoken sounds and how these sounds are blended together to form words, and
emergent writing skills.

Emergent Literocy

Language and Literacy skills are closely related!

o Language skills both talking and listening supports reading and writing.

o Reading and Writing skills support talking and listening.

r Readine leads to larser vocabularies and writins allows children to understand the
connecfion between"spoken and written words."

. Children's language and literacy developmenthelp them explore and learn content.

. 
Qp."q..h begins as a means of communicating and socializing and later becomes a tool of
thmkmg.

o This cycle helps them set the foundations for language and literacy development.

ommunicotion
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lmmersed ln Longuoge
When children have opportunities to hear people speaking, they are likely able

to be fluent speakers of their own language by age 3.

Immersion includes:
. Spontaneous and natural interactions with adults
. Many opportunities for pleasant interactions
. These experiences help them understand that communication is about exchange.

. Hearing Language Daily

. Absorbing new words daily (vocabulary)

. With practice and encouragement, children will become skilled communicators.

o Young children enjoy using writing implements for drawing and writing and
their work is depicted by random scribbles.

r With opportunities for practice, children develop their eye hand coordination,
fine motor skills and visual perception.

o They learn that their actions cause a mark on the paper-Cause and Effect!

o They understand that these markings communicate messages.

o Children pass through stages as their skills and abilities develop.
o They begin to understand conventional forms of writing.
o We refer to these as Stages of Emergent Writing.

mergent writing
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Stage 1 -Early Scribbling
. IJses senses to explore
. Crasps crayon in fist
. Makes marks on paper
. Enjoys the process of scribbling

mergent Writing

d

. Not interested in the product of work

Stage 2-Controlled Scribbling
. Can control markings
. Can plan what types of marks to draw
. Has some control over impulses
. Grasps crayon in fist
. Fine Motor and Eye Hand Coordination improves
. lJse repetitive markings

' Controls scribbles and begins to draw lines, circles and zig zags

Emergent Writing
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Stage 3-Basic Forms
. Has control of Fine Motor
. Has control of Eye Hand Coordination
. Muy not plan to draw specific drawings
. Names drawings
. IJses horizontal &linear scribbles across page
. They do not represent letters
. Makes connected loops and lines
. IJse repetitive markings
. Controls scribbles and begins to draw lines, circles and zig zags

Emergent Writing
h
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Stage 4-Pictorial
o Has control of markings and plans
o ljses markings intentionally
. People can recognize his representations
e Knows that picfures and words have meaning
. Includes scribbles or letter like forms in his drawings
. Understands print concepts
. Many include writing his initial or name on Paper
o Knows alphabet and can write letters according to the sounds the letters make

"Makes the Ssss sound" -writes letter S

. Sees him/herself as a confident writer and illustrator
o Understands that writing is an important skill, that people can read

ent Writin \L
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Children have many opporfunities to learn how to listen, speak, write.
This helps them become confident readers and writers.
Children who are read to oftery develop a love of reading, become better
listeners, speakers and writers.

Readers use two processes when reading: Decoding and Comprehending, which
occur in the primary grades.

Decoding involves translating written words into spoken versions.
Comprehending is understanding the meaning of what has been read.

These skills develop from the foundation of language and literacy gained
through many experiences during early childhood.

mergent Reoding

Vocabulary knowledge is gained throu.gh experiences that involve communication and
llstenrng (story trme/ conversahon, etc.).

While playing with Slime, Thomas said:

"Blue & Yellow Made Green"
"It bounced"
"It feels smooth"
"It got thin when I stretched it"
"It got too thin, thin ripped"
"This stuff is funny"
"It's sfuck in my hair"

mergent Reoding

"It feels slimy"
"It's dripping"
"I can stretch it"
"It feels rubbery"
"It feels cold"
"It tickles my fingers"
"It's like magic"
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Phonologicol Aworeness
Reading relies on Phonological Awareness-

. The ability to notice and manipulate sounds in words.

. Understanding that sounds make up words.

. Understanding that words can be broken into sounds.

. Phonemes are the distinctive sounds used to form words.

. There are 6,000 languages spoken across the globe and each has it's own set

. Babies are born able to distinguish sounds from their home language

. Baby babbles include phonemes that are not native to their home language

. By 10 Months, babies ignore phonemes that are not used in their home language

. Babies babble and repeat phonemes they hear most often

Phonolog icol Aworeness
children to learn notice and understand that speech is made

When a child writes TRK for TRUCK
they are showing us they understand

that the word TRUCK has 3 sounds,

3 phonemes "T", "R", "K" .

This is not conventional spelling,

but invented spelling.

them

*

"Octopus"
3years, 11rnontlls
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Writing requires
up of sounds.
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honologicol Aworeness
Phonological Awareness also includes awareness of the sounds, rhythms of speech, rhymes, and sound
similarit[es. Educators can help young children develop 4 phonol<igical skillS:
Rhyming: Producing words that end in the same sound.

Cat Rhymes with Hat

Alliteration: Recognizing words begin with the same sound
"Harry has H in his name. That's that same sound as Halloween"

Sentence Segmenting: Hearing each separate word within a sentence
THE BOY HAS RED SHOES.

understanding that words have beginning,Syllable Segmenting: Being
middle and ending s-ounds -

ofaware aIchunks

/IDaf" t/O" Dil" Daffodil

Print concept develops in infancy through early

These concepts include:
Knowing how to hold a book
Knowing parts of the book
We read top to bottom
We read left to right

rint Concepts
childhood.
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Alphobet Knowledge
Alphabetic Knowledge includes being able to name letters and match their letters to sound-
out of alphabet seque"nce!

This is a precursor to reading that involves visual discrimination to recognize and name the
letters. It also involves auditbry discrimination, knowing the sounds tha-t match each letter.
These skills develop together. "

Children learn:
Written names are and words are symbols for an actual person or object.
There is a specific way to write each letter within a word.
The sequence of letters is critical to making the word make sense.

Words are made by letters and letters represent specific sounds.
Symbols and words have consistent meanings.
Concept words and increased vocabulary.
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Norrotive Skills
Small Group or Partner Activity

1,. One person from the group pick a toy and tell your group a story
about an advenlure that the toy experienced staying with the
characteristics of the toy - i.e. a car stays on the ground and does not
flv.

2. Another person from the group pick a household item - tell your
group a story about an adventure that the household item
experienced. There are no restrictions on what the item can do or be.

3. During the stories the group may ask open ended questions.

t
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MILESTONES OF EARLY LITERACY DEVELOPMENT

TALK, SING, READ, PLAY Right from birth, babies are listening, looking, and learning.
So find, and enjoy, those everyday moments when you can talk, sing, read, and play together with your baby

I

where great stories begin'

MOTOR
DEVELOPMENT

Whatyour
child is doing

holds head steady

sits in lap without support

grasps book, puts in mouth

drops, throws book

smiles, babbles, coos

likes and wants your voice

likes pictures of baby faces

begins to say "ma", "ba", "da"

responds to own name

pats picture to show interest

talk back and forth with your
baby; make eye contact

cuddle, talk, sing, read, play

point ai and name things
nose, ball, baby, dog...

follow baby's cues for "more"

or "stop"

play games s.rch as "peek-a

boo" or "pat-a-cake"

board and cloth books;
books with baby faces;
nursery rhymes

holds and walks with book

no longer puts book in
mouth right away

turns board book pages

says single words, then
2- to 4-word phrases

gives book to adult to read

points at pictures

turns book right-side up

names pictures, follows
simple stories

smile and answer when your
child speaks or points

let your child help turn the
pages; keep naming things

use books in family routines:
naptime, playtime, bedtime;
on the potty; in the car, bus

use books to calm or distract
your child while waiting

board books; rhyming books;
picture books; books that
name things

learns to turn paper pages,

2 to 3 pages at a time

starts to scribble

adds 2-4 new words per day

names familiar objects

likes the same book again
and again

completes sentences and

rhymes in familiar stories

ask "Where's the dog?" or
"What is that?"

be willing to read the same

book again and again

as you read, talk about the
pictu res

keep using books in daily
routines

rhyming books; picture
books that tell stories;
search and find books

turns pages one at a time,
and from left to right

sits still for longer stories

scribbles and draws

recites whole phrases
from books

moves toward letter
recog n ition

begins to detect rhyme

pretends to read to dolls
and stuffed animals

ask "What happens next?"
in familiar stories

point out letters, numbers

point out words and
pictures that begin with
the same sound

together, make up stories
about the pictures

picture books that tell
longer stories; counting
and alphabet books

starts to copy letters
and numbers

sits still for even longer
stories

can listen longer

recognizes numbers, letters

can retell familiar stories

can make rhymes

learning letter names

and sounds

relate the story to your
child's own experiences

let your child see you read

ask your child to tell
the story

encourage writing, drawing

point out the letters in your
child's name

fairy tales and legends;
books with longer stories,
fewer pictures

COMMUNICATION
AND COGNITION

What your
child is saying
and learning

ANTICIPATORY
GUIDANCE

What parents
can do

Ask questions and wait
for your child to answer

Read and speak in
your first language

NEWBORN TO 6 MONTHS

12 TO 24 MONTHS 4 TO 5 YEARS

WHAT TO READ

reachoutandread [ff,!





Early literacy is everything a child knows about reading and writing before he or she

can read or write. Six basic skills comprise early literacy and help determine whether
a child will be ready to learn to read and write.

Why is being interested in and enjoying
books so impofiant? Because kids who
enjoy books and reading will be curious
about reading and motivated to leam to
read for themselves.

Motivation is important because leaming
to read is HARD WORK!

It's important that we make sure our
children start reading and listening to
books from day one and that they have a
good time with books.

What Can You Do to Help Build this
skill?

. Have fun!

. Read books you both like

. Stop (or shift gears) when it is no

longer fun. Length of tirne is not
important; enjoyment is!

Children have to be aware of words before
they can read them. They need to know
how books work - what's the front cover?
What's upside down? What page do I start
on? Do I look from left to right or right to
left?

When kids are comforlable with books,
from knowing how to open a book to
understanding what those black squiggles
are, they can concentrate on starting to read
the words.

What Can You Do to Help Build This
skill?

Read board books that your child
can handle on his/her own; let
him/her turn the pages as you read
together.
Sometimes point to the words as

you read.
Talk about print even when you are

not reading together. Look for
letters and words on signs, labels,
and lists.
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Print
Motivation

Print
Awareness
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To read words, children have to understand
that a word is made up of individual letters.

What Can You Do to Help Build This
skilt?

. Look at and talk about different
shapes (letters are based on shapes)

. Play "same and different" tyre
games

. Look at'oI Spy" type books

. Notice different types of letters ("a"
or "A") on signs and in books

. Read ABC books

. Talk about and draw the letters of a
child's own name

It's much easier to read a word when it's a
word you already know. Children with
bigger vocabularies have an easier time
when they staft to read, since it's much
easier for them to make sense of what
they're sounding out.

What Can You Do to Help Build This
skiil?

Encourage children to learn their
native or home language first; this
makes learning another language
(speaking and reading) easier later.
Talk with children in positive and
conversational ways; commands
and "no's" do not encourage
language development.
Carry on lots of conversations with
children.
Explain the meanings of new
words.
Read books! Picture books use a
different vocabulary than casual
spoken conversation.
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Phonological
Awareness
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Narrative
Skills

Children who can hear how words "come
apart" into separate sounds will be more
successful at "sounding out" words when
they start to read.

What Can You Do to Help Build This
skill?

. Sing songs; most break words uP

into one syllable per note. Reading
works with syllables also.

. Recite rhymes; rhymes depend

upon ending sounds.
. Play with tongue twisters.
. Pick a sound for the day. Notice it

at the beginning of words and at the

end of words.

When children can describe something or
retell stories, it shows that they are

comprehending what they are reading.

Understanding what they're reading is

crucial to helping them stay motivated to
keep reading.

What Can You Do to Help Build This
skill?

Ask open-ended questions that
encourage conversations rather than
yes/no or right/wrong answers.
Talk about your day and its series
of events.
Mix up the events in a story; make
it silly!
Guess what comes next-or come
up with a different ending.
Read stories without words; they
really help focus on this skill.
Name objects, feelings, and events.
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